We examined the indirect positive effect of one plant on the growth of another via growth suppression of a shared competing plant as an indirect facilitation between plants. We simulated the dynamics of populations of 3600 competing plants and used absolute interaction intensity (AII i,j ), the causal effect of plant j on plant i. The positive effect due to indirect facilitation between two plants occurs at a short distance apart and increases with increasing average density. The indirect facilitation between plants becomes increasingly important with increasing average density to explain the dynamics of size structure in plant populations.
Introduction
Plants interact with each other in plant populations (e.g., competition for light resources). Thus, plant populations are nonlinear systems [1] . Understanding the manner of interaction among plants (e.g., competition and facilitation. See Appendix A for the types of interactions among plants) is important for understanding properties created by plant population dynamics. In this study, we focused on the indirect facilitation as a kind of interactions between plants. The importance of facilitation among plants for plant community structure and dynamics, ecosystem function, and the maintenance of high plant diversity has been recognized [2, 3] .
Indirect facilitation between species is the indirect positive effect of one species on another via suppression of a shared competitor: species S 1 indirectly facilitate the population growth and survival of species S 3 by suppressing species S 2 , which competes with species S 1 and S 3 [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Species S 1 leads to a population decrease (or extinction) of S 2 via competition; the intensity of competition between S 2 and S 3 decreases (or drops to zero) as the population decrease or extinction of S 2 ; and S 3 grows in population and survives because the intensity of competition between S 2 and S 3 decreases [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Such indirect facilitation between species has only just begun to be examined [2, 3] . For example, in the natural community which is composed of herbs, tree seedlings and shrubs, herb competes with tree seedlings; and shrubs, in limiting herb competition by shading, indirectly facilitate the survival of tree seedlings [8] . The indirect facilitation among species can sustain the species coexistence by reducing the potential for competitive exclusion [3] .
In this study, we expanded the concept of indirect facilitation via species to indirect facilitation via individual plants. Thus, plant P 1 indirectly facilitates the growth and survival of plant P 3 by suppressing plant P 2 that competes with plants P 1 and P 3 . Plant P 1 suppresses the growth of P 2 (or kills P 2 ) via competition; the intensity of competition between P 2 and P 3 increases very little (or drops to zero) because P 2 remains small in size (or P 2 die and are removed); and P 3 grows in size and survives because the intensity of competition between P 2 and P 3 remains weak (or drops to zero) [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Besides, we classified indirect facilitation via plants as apparent facilitation to distinguish it from traditional facilitation, which we call real facilitation (see Appendix A for details about the classification of real and apparent facilitation). Based on this perspective, indirect facilitation via plants may occur in a population where plants compete only with each other (i.e., there is no real facilitation between plants). [9] found a kind of the indirect facilitation via plants, which is induced by mortality (i.e., the death of P 2 ). Large plants compete for resources with large and medium-sized neighbors to the extent that the neighbors die and are removed, the result being a zone of relatively low competition intensity (referred to as a competition-induced shelter, CiS) around the large plant. Relatively small plants survive around a large plant because of the existence of a CiS around the large plant. Therefore, this indirect facilitation affects the spatial aggregation of small plants around a large plant. CiS is an indirect facilitation triggered by the death of plants around large ones and the formation of a zone of low competition intensity. We here examined a different kind of indirect facilitation via individual plants: indirect facilitation triggered by the suppression of the growth of neighboring plants.
To detect the presence of indirect facilitation via plants, which is induced by the growth suppression, we used the absolute interaction intensity [10, 11] as follows:
where z i,j presence is the plant performance of plant i in the presence of plant j, and z i,j absence is the plant performance of plant i in the absence of plant j (the definition of the interaction intensity is summarized in Appendix B). We used the diameter at breast height (DBH) as the plant performance in this study. Therefore, if AII i,j > 0, there is a positive effect of plant j on the growth of plant i ; if AII i,j < 0, there is a negative effect of plant j on the growth of plant i. AII i,j is the causal effect of plant j on plant i (see Appendix B). In the case of the competitive relationships depicted in Fig. 1(b) , AII 3,1 corresponds to the intensity of the indirect facilitation from P 1 to P 3 . However, in the case of the competitive relationships depicted in Fig. 1(c) , AII 4,1 does not correspond to the intensity of the indirect facilitation from P 1 to P 4 but rather the sum of the intensities of real competition, apparent competition, and indirect facilitation between P 1 and P 4 (i.e., apparent facilitation) [the classification of real and apparent competition is summarized in [12] and Appendix A]. However, in a population without direct facilitation among plants, if AII i,j > 0, indirect facilitation via plants occurs between plant i and plant j. We can therefore detect the presence of indirect facilitation via plants by using this index.
In this study, we first determined whether indirect facilitation via plants (or a positive effect of one plant on the growth of another) can occur in a population even if there were no real facilitation between plants (especially if plants compete only with each other). 
Materials and methods

Models
The plant competition-growth model with neighborhood interactions proposed by [9, 13] quantifies competition among plants and the suppressive effect of a neighboring plant on the growth of the focal plant with which it competes. In this model, the growth over time of the DBH of a target plant i, z i , (indexed i = 1, ..., n, where n represents the total number of plants) is governed by the following equations:
where (3) is referred to as the "competition kernel" [13, 14] , and it describes the suppressive effect of plant j on the growth of plant i. Because little is known about the form the competition kernel function should take, we considered seven possibilities [Eqs. (a)-(g) in Table I ] and selected the best one based on the deviance information criterion (DIC) [15] . The forms of the candidate functions were devised by modifying the competition kernel functions suggested by [9, 13] . Although [13] proposed a zone of influence (ZOI) model [16, 17] based on the area of overlap of two circles with radii proportional to the sizes of the target and neighboring plants, this model is inappropriate for evaluating competition strength, because the suppressive effect of plant j on the growth of plant i depends on the size of plant i in the ZOI. Therefore, if plant i is small, the suppressive effect of plant j on the growth of plant i is small, and this scenario is not suitable for evaluating competition strength. 
The kernel functions in Table I show that the suppressive effect of neighbor plant j on the growth of plant i depends at least on the size [s i or z i ] of the target plant, the size [s j or z j ] of the neighbor, and the distance d ij between them. The effect increases as the size of plant j increases and decreases with increasing distance. We assumed the attenuation of competition with distance to be described by hyperbolic [Eqs. (a)-(d) and (g)] or Gaussian [kernels (e) and (f)] functions, together with the use of parameter θ 4 as an indicator of how quickly attenuation occurred. We assumed competitive asymmetry [18] [19] [20] , which is denoted by the terms 1 + tanh[
The degree of competitive asymmetry increases disproportionally with an increase in the difference between s i and s j , and it also increases with an increase in θ 6 .
We assumed that each neighbor plant j had a circular ZOI and that the suppressive effect of plant j on the growth of plant i disappeared if plant i was outside the ZOI of plant j. The inclusion of a ZOI in the model therefore improved the original model [13] . If the ZOI is not included in the kernel functions, the estimated values of the θ parameters change with changing plot size because the effect of remote plants is not eliminated and instead increases as the study plot size increases. In the model, the radius of the ZOI was described by an exponential function [Eqs. 
Field data
Our data came from an experimental forest of even-aged fir trees (Abies sachalinensis [F. Schmidt] Mast.) in Kubo, Ikeda District, Hokkaido, Japan. Detailed data were provided by [21] . The study area was 0.202 ha. Seedlings (4,200/ha) were planted in 1929 using a square planting pattern and were never artificially thinned thereafter. The distance between neighboring plants in 1929 was approximately 1.5 m, i.e., √ (10, 000m 2 /4, 200). The DBH and position of every plant in the study plot were measured in 1948, 1951, 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1975, and 1978 . The DBH of all plants for all years were more than 1 (cm). We used data from those census years, except for 1953, because the data from 1953 were inaccurate (detailed data provided by [21] ). In 1948, 806 plants were alive, and the distance between neighboring plants was approximately 1.6 m, i.e., √ (2, 020m 2 /806). By the end of the study period, the number of plants had decreased to 449 because of self-thinning. We used the field data to estimate the model parameters (Section 2.3) and the data of DBH in 1948 as the initial condition of simulations (Section 2.4). There are unvegetated buffers outside the northwest and southeast edges of the study plot. The forest, which has never been artificially thinned, extends outside the northeast and southwest edges of the study plot. To avoid edge effects, we therefore estimated the parameters of the models (see Section 2.3) by using a dataset for plants that were at least 10 m inside the northeast and southwest edges (see Appendix C for more detailed descriptions of the datasets).
Estimation of the model parameters
The values of the θ parameters (including θ 1 -θ 3 and the parameters of the competition kernel) of the competition-growth model were estimated from census field data for individual plant sizes (Section 2.2) by using Bayesian statistics (e.g., [22] ). The posterior distribution, P (θ|data), was calculated using Bayes'theorem:
In this study, P (θ) was defined to be the non-informative prior distribution given by the uniform distribution. The likelihood function P (data|θ) is defined as follows:
where σ is the standard deviation of the difference between the estimated and observed plant sizes from 1948 to 1978, and z o i (t) and z i (t) are the observed and estimated sizes, respectively, of surviving plant i in year t (see Section 2.2 for the observed sizes). The value of z i (t) was estimated from Eqs. (2) and (3) by using one of the competition kernel functions in Table I for all plants. To estimate the posterior distribution P (θ|data), we used a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [23, 24] . The MCMC method avoids entrapment in local minima and therefore is ideally suited to highly non-linear optimization problems [25, 26] . The total number of iterations was set at 300,000. The first 50,000 samples from the Markov chain were discarded as burn-in. The DIC [15] was used to select the best competition kernel function (Table I) because it is particularly well suited for model-selection problems in which the distributions of the model's parameters have been obtained by the MCMC method [15] .
Simulations
We generated 3,600 point locations within a square to change the average density of plants (0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 stems/m 2 ). We used seven spatial patterns of plants, from fairly clumped to hyper-dispersed [(A1), (A2), (R), (U1), (U2), (U3), and (U4)], generated according to the method of [27] , which is slightly modified from the method of [28] . In the original algorithm of [28] , coordinates of individual plants are chosen at random in a sequential way. Each new individual plant has a circle assigned, with a radius within the interval (r L , r U ) and as big as possible to avoid overlap with any of the already existing circles. If the circle of radius r L results in an overlap, the point is discarded, and new coordinates for it are drawn randomly. In the algorithm modified by [27] , an additional step was taken in the generation of a clumped distribution. All points with circle radii greater than the median radius were discarded and generated anew following original algorithm of [28] because the original algorithm produces isolated points in the centers of large empty spaces for clumped patterns. Values of the parameters r L and r U used to form the spatial patterns are listed in Table II . Conditions (A1) and (A2) are clumped patterns; condition (R) is a random pattern; and conditions (U1), (U2), (U3) and (U4) are uniform patterns. The degree of aggregation of plants becomes larger in order of (A1)
The initial plant size distribution of the population was set to that observed in the census plot in 1948 (Section 2.2). DBH of all plants were more than 1 (cm). The time period for each simulation trial was 30 years.
To calculate z i,j presence , we first simulated population dynamics by using the competition-growth model described above. We equated z i in year 30, which we calculated with this simulation, to z i,j presence . To calculate z i,j absence , we next simulated population dynamics in which s j (i.e., the natural logarithm of the DBH of plant j; j =1, ..., 3,600) in year 0 was set to zero, but without changing the other conditions. We equated z i in year 30, which we calculated with this simulation, to z i,j absence . We conducted these simulations for each spatial pattern and density. The boundary was truncated. Plants near the boundary could therefore grow more rapidly than plants deep inside the boundary because plants near the boundary were not subject to competition with plants outside the boundary. To avoid this boundary effect, analyses were performed for plants that were at least 20 m inside the boundary. As a result, at least 1,000 individuals were used for the analysis in each run. 
Parameter
Type of spatial patterns A1 A2 R U1 U2 U3 U4 
Analysis of simulated data
We used the simulated data in year 30 in the following analysis. To examine relationships between AII i,j and the distance d from plant j, we took percentiles 25, 80, 92.5, and 97 of the ensemble of AII i,j (>0) for each distance interval d ± 0.25 (m). We conducted the same procedure for the absolute value of AII i,j (< 0). We regarded a plant as a node and AII i,j as a weight of link: the causality network among plants. To examine the sum of positive effects of other plants on the growth of the target plant i, we introduced an index sAII i+ as follows:
The function I(x) takes the value of 1 when x is true and the value of 0 otherwise. To examine the sum of negative effects of other plants on the target plant i, we introduced an index sAII i− as follows:
The index sAII i (= sAII i+ +sAII i− ) corresponds to the weighted in-degree in the context of complex network analysis. The absolute value of sAII i− is not always greater than that of sAII i+ in a population where plants compete only with each other (see Appendix D about the condition of
To examine the number of plants j having a positive effect on the growth of plant i, we introduced an index referred to as the binary in-degree (BI) in the context of complex network analysis as follows:
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to determine whether the probability-density functions ( 
Results
Among the seven competition kernel functions (Table I) , Eq. (a) yielded the smallest DIC and was therefore used as the competition kernel function in subsequent analyses. Table III summarizes the means, standard deviations, and two-sided 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the estimated model parameters in Eqs. (3) and (a). Figure 2 shows the relationship between AII i,j (>0) [or AII i,j (<0)] and the distance from plant Figure 3 shows the relationship between |sAII i+ | and |sAII i− | for each density and spatial pattern. The number of plants for which |sAII i+ | > |sAII i− | increased with an increase in average density (Table IV) . However, the number of these plants was far lower than the number of plants for which |sAII i+ | < |sAII i− |.
When the average density was relatively high, |sAII i+ | followed a power law distribution (Fig. 4 ) (p-value > 0.1: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Table V) . When the average density was relatively high or low, |sAII i− | followed a normal or power law distribution (Fig. 5 ) (p-value > 0.1: KolmogorovSmirnov test, Table VI ). Figure 6 shows the relationship between sAII i+ and plant size (DBH) of plant i which is affected by plant j for each density and spatial pattern. The values of sAII i+ did not depend on the DBH. Figure 7 shows the relationship between sAII i+ and BI i for each density and spatial pattern. The values of sAII i+ were increased with an increase of BI i . 
Discussion
Our results (Fig. 2) show that indirect facilitation via plants (or the positive effect of one plant on the growth of another) occurs within a population even if there is no real facilitation between plants (especially if plants compete only with each other). Furthermore, the degree of the positive effect of plant j on the growth of plant i at a relatively high average density was greater than that at a relatively low average density. It has customarily been assumed that the degree of growth suppression due to competition increases with increasing average density of plants, but our results show that the degree of growth promotion due to competition (i.e., indirect facilitation via plants) also increases with increasing average density. Moreover, our results show that, at a relatively high average density, the loss of the neighbor plant that does not directly compete with the target plant but affects the target plant by indirect facilitation via plants, has a negative influence on the growth of the target plant. Therefore, at a relatively high average density, it is important to examine plant population dynamics as a more-than-three-body problem rather than as a two-body problem. Furthermore, the density of plants and the degree of aggregation of plants generally decrease over time in plant populations because of self-thinning (i.e., mortality due to competition) (e.g., [29] ). The positive effect due to indirect facilitation via plants would therefore be stronger in the early growth stage and decrease over time. Furthermore, the peak of AII i,j (>0) occurs at a longer distance from plant j, which exerts influence on plant i, than that of AII i,j (<0) under all conditions of density and the spatial pattern. In addition, the peak of AII i,j (>0) occurs at distance d ≈ 4 at a relatively high average density, whereas the peak occurs at distance d ≈ 10 at a relatively low average density. These results show that indirect facilitation between two plants occurs at a short distance apart under a relatively high average density. Indirect facilitation via plants can therefore be confused with real facilitation, which also occurs at a relatively short distance from a plant [30] . At a relatively high density, the total positive effects on the growth of a plant from other plants (i.e., sAII i+ ) were very large for some plant because the distribution of sAII i+ was heavy-tailed (i.e., a power law distribution) (Fig. 4 and Table V ). The total negative effects on the growth of a plant from other plants (i.e., sAII i− ) were very large for some plant because the distribution of sAII i− was heavy-tailed (i.e., a power law distribution) at relatively high and low densities (Fig. 5 and Table VI) . The relationship between the total positive effects and the plant size was not found (Fig. 6 ) but plants that experienced very large total positive effects had higher BI i (Fig. 7) . They were therefore surrounded by many neighboring plants that had positive effects on them. Therefore, the magnitude of the total positive effects on the growth of the target plant was determined by the property of the plant, but by the web of relationships in which the plant exists. Furthermore, the total positive effect on the growth of some plants from other plants was larger than the total negative effect (i.e., plants for which |sAII i− | ≤ |sAII i+ |) (Fig. 3 and Table IV ). The result indicates that the total effect due to indirect facilitation on the growth of these plants was greater than that due to real competition (See also Appendix D). Furthermore, the number of these plants (or the proportion of the number of these plants to the total population) increased with increasing average density (Fig. 3 and Table IV ). Therefore, the positive effect on the growth due to indirect facilitation via plants becomes increasingly important to explain the dynamics of size structure in plant populations as the average density increases. An arrowhead indicates a negative effect, and a circle indicates a positive effect. In case (v), the apparent interaction is between P 1 and P 2 . In cases (vi) and (vii), the apparent interaction is between P 1 and P 3 . In case (viii), the apparent interaction is the positive effects between P 1 and P 2 . In case (ix), the apparent interaction is between P 1 and P 3 , between P 2 and P 4 , and between P 1 and P 4 . In case (x), the apparent interaction is between P 1 and P 3 , between P 2 and P 4 , and between P 1 and P 4 . 1). Furthermore, we extended the classification scheme to facilitation (i.e., positive interaction) as well (Fig. A-1) .
For facilitation among plants, we distinguished real facilitation from apparent facilitation.
[2] referred to real facilitation as direct facilitation and apparent facilitation as indirect facilitation via individual plants but there are mainly two types of real facilitation: direct and indirect types of interactions. The direct type of real facilitation is illustrated by a relationship in which a plant directly provides other plants with nourishment that promotes their growth, survival, or reproduction [31, 32] [(iii) in Fig. A-1] . The indirect type of real facilitation is illustrated by a relationship in which a plant promotes the growth, survival, or reproduction of other plants by decreasing stresses [(iv) in Fig. A-1] . For example, a plant might decrease the degree of desiccation (i.e., the dry stress) experienced by other plants by pumping water from a belowground water source (i.e., hydraulic lift [33] ) or by preventing water from evaporating [34] . In addition, a plant may decrease the degree of wind or high-temperature stress experienced by other plants by shielding them from the wind or heat. We call this indirect type of real facilitation indirect facilitation via a shared stress.
See Section 1 for an explanation of apparent facilitation or competition (especially indirect facilitation via plants).
The term "interaction" generally means a two-way effect involving two or more objects, but in the context of ecology, this term means not only two-way effects but also one-way effects involving two or more objects [12] . A one-way negative interaction is referred to as asymmetrical (asymmetric) competition [12] or one-sided competition [20] .
B. Definition of intensity of interactions
We define the intensity of interactions based on causal effects (CEs). A CE of plant j on plant i, CE ij , is defined as follows:
where x i,j presence is the plant performance of plant i in the presence of plant j, and x i,j absence is the plant performance of plant i in the absence of plant j (i.e., the counterfactual model [35, 36] ). We can observe both x i,j presence and x i,j absence simultaneously in a simulation (e.g., this study), but we cannot observe both x i,j presence and x i,j absence simultaneously in the real world. This latter fact is referred to as the fundamental problem of causal inference [37] . We can solve this problem by estimating the CE using a plant k similar to plant i as follows:
Alternatively, we can solve this problem by estimating the CE to be the average CE ij (mCE ij ) using plants x l,j presence (l = 1, · · · , n) affected by plant j and plants x m,j absence (m = 1, . . . , n ) that are not affected by plant j as follows:
where plant l and plant m are sampled randomly from the same population. In addition, we can quantify the average CE by using a statistical model. In the case of Fig. B-1 , we can estimate the CE of P 1 on P 3 by using the following model:
where X 1 is a random variable describing the performance of plant P 1 , and X 3 is a random variable describing the performance of plant P 3 . The regression coefficient α is a kind of average CE that is proportional to mCE 31 . However, to estimate the CE of P 2 on P 3 , we should not use the following model:
The reason is that the confounding factor (i.e., X 1 in this case) is not considered in the model. Therefore, to estimate the CE of P 2 on P 3 , we should use the following model:
The partial regression coefficients α is a kind of average CE that is proportional to mCE 31 . The partial regression coefficient γ is a kind of average CE that is proportional to mCE 32 . The intensity of the real competition from plant j to plant i is defined as CE ij on the assumption that the relationship between plant i and plant j involves only real competition [i.e., (i) or (ii) in Fig. A-1] . The intensity of the apparent facilitation from plant j to plant i is defined as CE ij on the assumption that the relationship between plant i and plant j is only an indirect interaction via other plants [e.g., the relationship between P 1 and P 3 in Fig. A-1(vii) ]. CE 31 in Fig. B1 is the sum of the intensities of the different interactions (i.e., real competition and apparent facilitation). To quantify the intensity of real competition from plant 1 to plant 3, we should use Eq. (5) . In other words, we should use all causal factors as variables of the model.
For the time-series data and time evolution equation, we regard the effect of P j,t−1 on P i,t as the CE. For example, in Eq. (3) in Section 2.1, the CE of plant j on plant i is the competition kernel function F , where the RGRD is used as the plant performance. Figure B-2 illustrates the causal diagram of the system of Eq. (3). In the system, positive effects due to indirect interactions via other plants (i.e., the intensities of the apparent facilitation) were considered by just describing negative effects of direct interactions between one plant at t − 1 (or t) and another at t (or t + 1) (i.e., the intensities of real competition, F s). In Fig. B-2 , the solid blue arrows (i.e., real competition) generate the blue dashed arrow (i.e., apparent facilitation), as the same manner of Fig. 1 in Section 1. Therefore, when the number of the time step is too large, values of F do not contain the intensity of the apparent facilitation (i.e., values of F contain only the intensity of real competition).
The interaction intensity (e.g., the absolute interaction intensity: AII) between plants (or species) is not always equal to the intensity of real competition, the intensity of real facilitation, or their sum, but the AII is always equal to the CE (the CE sometimes includes the intensity of apparent interactions). Therefore, the interaction intensity should not be used to quantify the intensity of real competition, the intensity of real facilitation, or their sum. [38] examined how interactions between Azorella selago and Agrostis magellanica varied along severity gradients in Marion Island to test the stress-gradient hypothesis, which predicts that interactions among plants shift from facilitation to competition as environmental stress decreases [39] . They used the AII between species to quantify the sum of the intensity of real competition and the intensity of real facilitation from Azorella to Agrostis. However, the AII between species includes the intensity of apparent facilitation and the intensity of apparent competition, because there were possibly other species interacting with both Azorella and Agrostis at the study site.
It is impossible to quantify the intensity of real competition and the intensity of real facilitation between plants based on the CE in the counterfactual model independently if the plants are competing with each other and facilitating each other simultaneously. In addition, if the absolute value of the intensity of real competition between plants is equal to the absolute value of the intensity of real facilitation between them, we assume that the plants do not interact with each other.
C. Observed data by using a Markov chain Monte Carlo
A non-vegetated buffer is located outside the southeast and northwest edges of the study plot (top and bottom, respectively, of Fig. C-1 ), but the forest, which has never been artificially thinned, continues outside the edges of the northeast and southwest edges of the study plot (left and right, respectively in Fig. C-1) . The parameters in the models were estimated from the observed data by using a Markov 
D. Condition of |sAII i− | ≤ |sAII i+ | in the case of a simple relationship
The magnitude of the real competition from plant 2 to plant 1 (RC 12 or AII 12 ) was assumed to be x 2 (<0) on the assumption that plants other than plant 1 and plant 2 did not exist [(b) in Table D-I] .
If there exists a plant 3 with a negative effect on plant 2 [(c 1 ) in Table D (c 1 ) -z 1 in (c 3 ) ]. The term y 3 (>0) is the magnitude of the indirect effect of plant 3 on plant 1. Here, sAII 1 [i.e., the sum of the causal effects of plants (other than plant 1) on plant 1] is equal to RC 12 + AII 13 (= x 2 + 2y 3 ). sAII 1+ is AII 13 (= y 3 ). sAII 1− is RC 12 (= x 2 + y 3 ).
Let us consider the situation that plant 4, which has a negative effect on plant 3, exists [(d 1 ) in Table D Fig. A-1. of the indirect effect of plant 4 on plant 1. Here, the sAII 1 [i.e., the sum of the causal effects of a plant (other than plant 1) on plant 1] is equal to RC 12 + AII 13 + AII 14 (= x 2 + 2y 3 + 3y 4 ). sAII 1+ is AII 13 (= y 3 + y 4 ). sAII 1− is RC 12 + AII 14 (= x 2 + y 3 + 2y 4 ).
Let us consider the situation that a plant j (j = 3, ..., n ; n is even), which has a negative effect on plant j − 1, exists. The magnitude of RC 12 (i.e., AII 12 ) is represented by the following equation:
where y j is the magnitude of the indirect effect of plant j, which is the difference between z 1 in the presence of plant j and z 1 in the absence of plant j when plant j (> j) does not exist. If j is an even number, y j is negative, but if j is an odd number, y j is positive. Because competition is regarded as a negative interaction, RC 12 ≤ 0 (i.e., x 2 + n j=3 y j ≤ 0). However, both AII 1j and sAII 1 are not always negative. AII 1j (i.e., the actual indirect effect of plant j on plant 1, in this case) is represented by the following equation: where l is positive integer. Both where RC 12 (i.e., total effect due to real competition) is always negative and n j=3 AII 1j (i.e., total effect due to indirect facilitation) can be negative or positive. Therefore, if n j=3 AII 1j > −RC 12 , sAII 1 is positive (i.e., |sAII 1− | ≤ |sAII 1+ |). In addition, x 2 + n 2 l=2 (2l − 1)y 2l ≤ 0 because both x 2 and y j (where j is even) are negative. However, 
